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We are proud to have CirrusMD as a part of our Pinnacle Partner Program. You trust us to offer your
workforce the benefits they need, when they need them. We trust our Pinnacle Partners to help us
take those benefits to the next level, ensuring they activate on those benefits throughout the year.
These relationships, grounded in empathetic experiences and state-of-the art innovation, offer
quality products and services with secure and seamless integrations.

Next generation benefits with next
generation care.
Seeking care should not be hard, but so often employees don’t
know where to start. With this partnership, we are creating
experiences that not only help employees enroll in the right
benefits, but then ultimately use those benefits to seek the right
care for their needs.

Better Together
Together, CirrusMD and Businessolver help employees get
access to the care they need, when they need it. Through
Businessolver’s benefits technology employees can enroll in
benefits with ease and then return to the same experience to
continue their benefits journey and manage their health through
virtual care with CirrusMD. A seamless integration and simplified
experience with powerful outcomes.
Simplified: Integrated: CirrusMD and Businessolver deliver
a simplified implementation process and integration,
combined with products that are straight-forward to use
and administer. This creates a best-in-class experience for
employer and employee alike.
Engaged: We collaborate to drive employee education and
engagement, providing your workforce with the benefits and
programs they need through powerful tools grounded in
innovation.
AI-Driven: We understand that virtual care is critical in
providing care options for your employees when they
need it most. With this partnership, we combine advanced
AI technology with live, licensed physicians to impact
employee’s care decisions when they matter most and at
the moment they need them.

Who is CirrusMD ?
CirrusMD delivers a different kind of telemedicine
experience for employees in the modern workforce.
On the CirrusMD platform, physicians begin every
care encounter over text-messaging, the go-to mode
of communication for most Americans. Services are
provided exclusively through employers, resellers and
health plans, where CirrusMD can be bundled directly
into benefit plans. And because connecting with a
doctor through CirrusMD is immediate, easy, personal
and familiar, it’s used at far higher rates than other
telemedicine services; as high as 18%.

Why this Benefits You
Confidence
Seamless & easy implementation process
Increased data integrity via streamlined services
Secure data sharing

Support
Pre-built, turnkey file feeds for ease and savings
Engagement tools to drive activation from your
employees
End-to-end service and support

Experience
Easy, one stop access to non-electable benefits
Education for better benefit choices
Real-time decisions through advanced connections
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